
u Pure aluminium (Al 99.5) 

u Seamless 

u Lightweight

Ideal for transportation or storage of sensitive
materials or reference samples that must remain
contamination-free. Odourless, impermeable to
light and corrosion resistant. Comply with the PCB
regulations. With polypropylene, tamper-evident
screw cap with internal aluminium sealing wad.
Supplied singly.

Cap. ml Dia. x H, mm

BS980-15 38 35 x 70
BS980-25 60 40 x 88
BS980-35 120 57 x 97

BS980-45 300 57 x 160
BS980-55 600 74 x 192
BS980-65 1200 88 x 248

Aluminium foil - see AL200.

Aluminium basins - see BF550.

Bottle carriers, wire, Azlon
Epoxy coated steel wire for carrying up to six 
bottles or washbottles.

For bottles
Ref. max. diameter

BT512-10 BGS040 60mm
BT512-20 BGS042 74mm

Bottle carriers, wire
Nylon coated steel. Accept bottles with capacities
and diameters as indicated. With handle.
BT520-20 4 x 1L, maximum 105mm diameter
BT520-30 2 x 2.5L, maximum 160mm diameter

Safety bottle carrier
Heavy-duty, chemically resistant HDPE, single
bottle carrier comprising two interlocking shells
that can hold 2.5 litre Winchesters of traditional or
‘Euro’ patterns. A rugged carrying handle allows
safe transport and enables pouring from the bottle
without dismantling the carrier. Supplied singly.
BT540-25 Safety bottle carrier

Bottle store
Stove painted, heavy gauge steel with hinged lid,
toggle catch and swivel castors for mobility.
Contains a removable stainless steel spillage tray
accommodating 8 x 2.5L winchester or 'Euro'-type
bottles. Internal dimensions 620 x 320 x 360mm
high.
BT550-37 Bottle store

We offer a wide range of products for containing
spillage safety.

— Absorbent Papers for protecting benches
— Highly Absorbent Powders and Pads for 

containing and binding spillage rapidly

For full details of these products - see SA200 to
SA235 in the Safety Section.

Safety Stores for storing small quantities of acids
and flammable liquids – see SB840 to SB875 in the
Safety Section.

Spill trays
Tough deep trays in white polypropylene. Resistant
to most common acids, alkalis and solvents. With
polished surface which is easy to clean.

Cap. External
litres L x W x D, mm

TT210-12 0.5 180 x 230 x 42
TT210-15 1.5 250 x 310 x 65
TT210-18 3 310 x 370 x 75

TT210-24 10 420 x 520 x 120
TT210-28 21 534 x 634 x 140
TT210-32 39 648 x 846 x 160
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